Welcome back!
We hope you enjoyed the Easter break.
This term the children will be busy learning about the exciting
topic, Crazy Contraptions. Whereby, Children will be investigating how to make a product that solves an everyday problem. They will also get the chance to go swimming.

NICER Curriculum Topics:
‘Crazy Contraptions’
P.E Kits
Inventors and their inventions
P.E kits are needed in
English - Biographies, explanation texts, instruction texts and school for lessons:
persuasive texts.
4MC - Fridays
Maths - Geometry, Statistics, Number and Place Value.
4PF - Wednesdays and Fridays
Science - Sound, Electricity
Swimming
ICT - Design a coded activity with instructions and investigate
Also, please remember
the invention of computers and the internet.
swimming shorts or
History - Investigate the development of a variety of products costumes, cap and towel in
including the development of computers, the internet and
a labelled bag for swimming
transport
sessions.
Art - Create a logo and design a product.
D.T - Design, make and evaluate a product using electricity.
PE - Outdoor activities and athletics.
Helping at home
Geography - Understand key aspects of Human
Geography including trade links.
Although your child will be working hard in
R.E. - Explore the importance of the Environment in
school, there will be things you can do to help
Religion.
Music - Experiment with digital music by composing and them at home.
mixing ideas.
Reading - Please hear your child
read, ideally at least
fifteen minutes per day.
Dates for your diary
Swimming—Every Tuesday
4MC - Summer 1
4PF - Summer 2
Holidays
Half Term Holiday – 25th May 2018
Summer Holiday— 20th July 2018

Spellings—Help your child learn
their spellings.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the parents
who attended 4MC’s Inspire Workshop 21st March 2018.
4PF’s Inspire Workshop will take place on 25.th April 2018.

Homework—Encourage and support your child
with their homework.
The children have passwords
For a variety of educational
Sites, including Mathletics
and Active Learn.

Trips

Victoriapark.inthehive.net

Inspire Workshop

Think Tank Science Museum— Monday 21st May 2018.
Further details will be sent out shortly.

